Danwei (working unit) and Xiaoqu (residential community) are two typical and unique structural urban elements in China. The interior roads of Danwei and Xiaoqu are usually not accessible for the public. Recently, there is a call for opening these interior roads to the public to improve road network structure and optimize traffic flow. In this paper we investigate the impact of Danwei and Xiaoqu on their neighbouring traffic quantitatively. By taking into consideration of origins and destinations (ODs) distributions and route selection behaviours (e.g., shortest paths), we propose an extended betweenness centrality to investigate the traffic flow in two scenarios 1) the interior roads of Danwei and Xiaoqu are excluded from urban road network, 2) the interior roads are integrated into road network. A Danwei and a Xiaoqu in Shanghai are used as the study area. The preliminary results show the feasibility of our extended betweenness centrality in investigating the traffic flow patterns and reveal the quantitative changes of the traffic flow after opening interior roads.
INTRODUCTION
The Danwei (working unit) and Xiaoqu (residential community) are two typical and unique urban structure elements in China because of their distinctive cultural heritage and Chinese unique socialist background. The Danwei system was an important element of urban spatial structure in China. Danwei provides not only a working place, but also a comprehensive package for its staffs of daily life welfare and services, including residential buildings, canteen and shops. Some large Danwei even have their movie theatre, hospital and schools. Normally Danwei holds its facilities within its own territory with physical boundaries to prevent outsiders coming in in a disturbing manner. During the transition period Danwei is not being extinct, instead it was reformed into a new work-live balanced framework. In 1978, nearly 95% of the urban workforce was Danwei employees (Bray 2005) , and most of them lived in Danwei compounds which constituted their daily-life circles. In 2004, there were still nearly 65% of city residents continued to reside in Danwei-based communities (Feng et al. 2004) . Since mid-1980s with the trend of turning residential buildings from social welfare items to commodities, another concept, the so called 'community', has been developed (Bray 2006) . In late 2000 Chinese Ministry of Civil Affairs defined 'community' as 'a social collective formed by people who reside within a defined and bounded district' (Ministry of Civil Affairs of P. R. China 2000) . The territory of the community is designated as 'the area under the jurisdiction of the enlarged Residents' Committee'. This points out that both Danwei and Xiaoqu share common physical characteristics: enclosure boundaries, inner facilities and buildings, and interior roads. Recently there is a call for opening these interior roads to the public to reduce traffic congestion and balance the traffic flow. However, there is still a lack of study to indicate how much change will happen to current traffic patterns. In this work we initiate a set of discussions on how and to what extent the change of a road network (i.e., adding interior roads to the public road network) will affect the traffic flow in its neighbouring area. The key idea is to find out indicators that can be derived from the physical configuration of a road network, and their correlations with traffic patterns, so that the change of traffic flow can be inferred from the change of the physical configuration. In this work, we choose a typical Danwei and Xiaoqu and their neighbouring road network in Shanghai as our study area. Betweenness centrality as a popular space syntax metric is investigated in our study. We explain the advantages and disadvantages using betweenness centrality in investigating traffic patterns. In addition, we use a small amount of GPS enabled taxi trajectory data, one type of floating car data (FCD), to investigate real world traffic patterns in the study area. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review different road network representations and space syntax metrics for traffic pattern study. We high light the performance of betweenness centrality in different research works. Section 3 analyses limitations of betweenness centrality for traffic pattern study in a neighbouring area that cut from urban road network. We suggest possible modifications to adjust betweenness centrality for our purpose. Then, we apply the modified betweenness centrality to explore traffic patterns in our study area in Shanghai. The experiment configurations and results are provided in Section 4. Section 5, discusses to what extent the extended betweenness centrality can be used to reveal the impact of opening interior roads on the neighbouring traffic flow. Future work is discussed as well.
REVIEW ON USING SPACE SYNTAX TO EXPLORING TRAFFIC PATTERNS
Space syntax was first proposed by Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson (Hillier 1976 , Hillier & Hanson 1984 as a tool to understand urban spatial organization patterns. Space syntax introduced a set of concepts to turn a study space into graph. Centrality metrics are revealed to be crucial to characterize structural properties of complex graphs (Freeman 1978 , Freeman et al, 1991 , Newman 2005 . These metrics are frequently applied in studying urban transportations (Holme 2003 Borgatti 2005 , Crucitti et al, 2006 . The 'space syntax' community believes that the configuration of a city's road network plays an important role in shaping urban mobility patterns (Hillier et al, 1993 , Penn et al, 1998 . Axial map is one of the most important concepts in space syntax. It consists of a minimal set of axial lines covering all the convex spaces and their connections to represent perceivable roads and their surrounding environment. Researches like (Hillier et al, 1993) suggest axial lines capture some portions on how visibility and freedom of movement influence human behaviour in spatial systems.
Since motor vehicles are restricted on road networks, many researches choose to perform analysis directly on road networks other than derived axial maps. Road-centre line is an easily available representation for road network and can potentially serve as a bridge to connect space syntax and road network. Turner (2005) noticed that road-centre lines are broken across junctions, and therefore graph measures of the corresponding road-centre networks tend to vary with physical distance rather than the changes of direction as measured within axial networks. He introduced an angular segment analysis method to avoid the negative effects on graph measures. In addition, Thomson and Richardson (1999) proposed a stroke-based representation for road network from the observation that the angle of a turn has much impact on how human perceives the world. Later Thomson (2004) showed some advantages of using 'strokes' in road network analysis compare to using axial lines. A stroke is a linear, non-branching and connected chain aggregated from road segments according to continuity of direction, i.e. a minimum deflection angle within a certain value. Jiang and Claramunt (2004) argued that the naming system of a road network somehow reflects the public perceived image of the road network. In their paper, roads are merged from road segments of the same name. Later, Jang and his colleagues (Jiang et al. 2008) found the self-organized nature of urban roads and extended the idea 'stroke' road to 'natural road' based on the Gestalt principle of 'good continuity'. They claimed that natural road network captures several essential characters of geographic space and navigation at human perception level. They examined correlations between 7 metrics and traffic patterns in the city of Gävle, Sweden. The structural properties of a road network can be represented in both topological and geographic metrical forms. Geographic metrical representation is how road networks are usually modelled. In this form, a road network is abstracted as a graph, junctions as nodes and road segments as edges. Usually the road length between two junctions is marked as edge weight. Applying Poincaré duality to a geometric representation of a road network will generate a topological representation that road segments or roads are abstracted as nodes and their connections are indicated by junctions; the connections among each road segment nodes (road nodes) are denoted as edges. In topological representations geometric information like distance and location is omitted while the connectivity is preserved. (1) (2) There is a wide spectrum of opinions on choosing metrics to explore urban traffic patterns. The most used ones include connectivity, integration, betweenness centrality, closeness and page ranking, and etc. (Hillier et al. 1993 , Jiang & Claramunt 2004 , Jiang et al. 2008 , Jiang & Liu 2009 , Kazerani & Winter 2009 ). Jiang (2009) provides a formal description for these three types of metrics. Based on the concept of depth, traditional space syntax metrics including connectivity, local integration, and global integration can be presented uniformly by counting linkage number in depth-wise from local to global. Another type of metrics, clustering coefficient, is defined by the probability of two neighbours of a given node that are linked together, and is measured by a ratio of actual links to all possible links, among the neighbours of the given node (Watts & Strogatz1998) . Betweenness centrality is one of such metrics. Aside from the two mentioned types, PageRank metric, originally used by Google Search for ranking an individual web page, is also borrowed to explore traffic patterns.
BETWEENNESS CENTRALITY AND TRAFFIC PATTERNS IN NEIGHBOURING AREA
Betweenness centrality is selected in our study to bridge physical configuration of road network and traffic flow.
Original definition of betweenness centrality is based on the idea that a node is more central when it is traversed by a larger number of the shortest paths connecting all pairs of nodes in the network. The betweenness centrality of a node v is given by the expression:
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-2/W7, 2017 ISPRS Geospatial Week 2017, 18-22 September 2017, Wuhan, China where = the total number of shortest paths from node to node = the number of all those paths that pass through node Betweenness centrality of an edge can be calculated in a similar way by counting how many times the edge is used by all possible paths over the total number of these paths. Usually the total number of possible paths is fixed, so we only use the counts for each edge. The definition of betweenness centrality assumes that Origins-Destinations (ODs) are evenly distributed among junction (or road segments) nodes, and people always choose geographic (or topological) shortest paths. However, betweenness centrality is unsuitable to be applied directly to investigate traffic flow in a neighbouring area. Its original definition takes the whole road network into account, while a neighbouring area is only a patch. All possible paths in the whole road network can be divided into three categories: 1) the entire path falls in the neighbouring area, 2) part of the path falls into the neighbouring area, 3) the path never runs into the neighbouring area. When betweenness values are calculated with the original definition for a neighbouring area, only the first category paths are taken into account. Thus a road segment that is passed by several paths belonging to all three categories is down rated while a road segment that is passed only by the first category is up rated. The road segments near the border of a neighbouring area particularly suffer from such a problem. Even when the road segment is very important in the whole road network, the calculated betweenness value could be very small or even zero. As illustrated in Figure 2 and Table 1 , the calculated shortest paths for the entire road network and the cutted neighbouring road network are of huge differences, which will result in different betweeness values. Including or excluding some road segments in a road network will change all betweenness values. This change comes from two facts according to the original definition of betweenness centrality. Firstly, it changes the OD distribution in the road network; secondly, it affects the shortest paths by bring in either new short cuts or detours. The example road network (in Figure  3 . a) that consists of 5 natural roads illustrates this case. After closing (or removing) road C from the original road network, the resulting new road network could be like Figure 3 Table 2 , betweenness value is calculated for each road under two different scenarios, i.e. road C is open and road C is closed. The change of betweenness centrality is listed in Table 2 . It shows a significant effect to the whole road network when road C is shut down. Edges  ERN  NA  a  0  -1  8  -b  7  0  2  14  6  c  14  7  3  26  8  d  9  4  4  14  6  e  12  5  5  14  6  f  7  0  6  8  -g  0  -7  8  6  h  7  4  8  6  4  i  0  0  9  8  5   Table 1 . Counts of shortest paths that passes node and edge (any distinct unordered nodes pair has one path) for entire road network (ERN) and for a neighbouring area (NA) of the illustrative road network in Figure 2 . In order to estimate the change of traffic patterns in the neighbouring area after opening interior roads, we need to extend betweenness centrality. Urban traffic patterns can be viewed as a collection of individual travel behaviour. As Gao and his colleagues (Gao et al. 2013) pointed out that betweenness centrality and real world traffic data could be mismatch since there are also complex human and geographic factors. In our study we extend betweenness centrality with unevenly distributed ODs and more complicated route selection behaviours. Several studies imply that the distribution of origins and destinations varies in different area over entire city. Ding and her colleagues (Ding et al, 2015 , Jahnke et al, 2017 studied traveling behaviour of taxi-drivers from both individual In GPS enabled navigation systems, the shortest path algorithm plays a fundamental role in routing function. However, drivers do not always want to follow topologically or geometrically shortest paths. Researchers put much effort to learn the needs from different drivers and try to provide them personalized navigation and way-finding solutions. For example, Krisp and Keler (2015) try to provide routes with less complicated crossings for inexperienced drivers. Jiang et al. (2008) also argue that crossings and turning angles may be important in road network organization and human path selection behaviour. We intend to assign some costs to a path when it passes a crossing and turns at a crossing. We use a piecewise function to simply empirically estimate additional costs of crossings and turning angles along a path. For example, when a path passes a crossing point and the turning angle is between -60 degree to 60 degrees, we assign additional 10 units of costs to the path. Similarly, when the turning angle is in (60, 120) or (-60, -120), 20 units of costs is added, and if the turning angle greater than 120 degree or less than -120 degree, 30 units of costs is added. Road capacity is another important consideration when selecting routes. Usually, the increased number of vehicles indicate the reduced travelling speed and the longer waiting time at crossings. Routing between all OD pairs is required to be an accumulative process. When more paths go through certain road segments, additional capacity penalties are added, according to its capacity and the number of path count. This prevents any road segment from being unreasonably visited by too many paths. After the penalty reaches a certain value w.r.t. the road segment's capacity (e.g., character by number of lanes, length), some paths that use this road segment will randomly make a detour with less crowded roads.
A CASE STUDY IN SHANGHAI

A Brief Introduction of Study Area
The study area is part of Shanghai, China, and contains a Danwei, i.e. Tongji University and a Xiaoqu, named as Miyun Xiaoqu (as Figure 6 . a). The study area is roughly bounded by 6 main roads: Quyang Road on the west, Inner Ring Elevated Road (Zhongshan North 2nd Road) on the north and partly on the east, Zoujiazui Road on the east and Dalian West Road and Dalian Road on the west. Siping Road is the longest road across the whole study area. Tonji University is a typical Danwei in Shanghai, its campus area is bounded by Miyun Road in west, Chifeng Road in south, Siping Road in east and Inner Ring Elevated Road in north. South of Tongji University is a Xiaoqu named Miyun Xiaoqu. There are dense interior roads in the campus area. However, these roads are not accessible for the public who does not work or live there. We sketch these roads in Figure 6 . b. The road network data of Shanghai is represented by road central lines. All road segments are bi-direction accessible and there is no one-way road in the study area. Roads inside Danwei and Xiaoqu are taken from OpenStreetMap (OSM) dataset 1 . Some missing roads are added manually. To assess the impact of the closure of Danwei and Xiaoqu on their surrounding area, we consider two scenarios in the road network. In the first scenario (Figure 7 . a), the interior roads of Danwei and Xiaoqu are not accessible and marked as background roads in colour grey. They are not used in betweenness calculation in this case. In the second scenario, interior roads of Danwei and Xiaoqu are accessible and marked in solid black line as neighbouring public roads (Figure 7 . b). In this scenario, interior roads are used in betweenness calculation, while they are not involved in generating OD pairs. b)
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-2/W7, 2017 ISPRS Geospatial Week 2017, 18-22 September 2017, Wuhan, China matter interior roads are included or excluded. Crossing penalty and capacity penalty are considered as two additional sources of cost in the routing algorithm. Our method does not require to merge road segments into named streets or natural roads (Jiang et al. 2008) , and we keep the original spatial structures of road network. As discussed in section 3, when only consider paths that entirely fall into study area, Siping Road, which goes across the study area from the north to the south gains more scores at the middle part, while boundary roads such as Middle Ring road gain less scores. However, Middle Ring Road is actually an important city express road in Shanghai. From Figure 8 b, we can see that integrating interior roads to public road network even reinforces this phenomenon and attracts the high betweenness value close to these roads. On one hand, the newly added roads introduces new possible paths in the road network when calculating betweenness values, on the other hand it changes the original OD distribution. Figure 9 . a and b show betweenness centrality values that calculated by randomly generated 20000 ODs in the study area with a uniform distribution over all nodes. The betweenness centrality values are similar to the values calculated by the original ones, while it down rates road segments that have less least cost paths passing through (compare Figure 8 . a and Figure 9 . a, Figure 9 . b, see road segments in the left part). When interior roads are integrated into the public road network, it does not dramatically change extended betweenness centrality patterns (compare Figure 9 . a, and b), which means interior roads are seldom selected in terms of least cost paths.
Traffic flow in study area
Floating taxi car data is used to examine how betweenness centrality reveals the real world traffic flow. The test data are temporally ordered position records collected from about 2000 GPS-enabled taxis on 18th May 2010, in Shanghai. The temporal resolution of the dataset is 10 seconds and thus theoretically around 8000 GPS points of each car would be recorded in one day (24 hours) given the GPS device effective. Each position record has nine attributes, i.e. car identification number, company name, current timestamp, current location (longitude, latitude), instantaneous velocity, and the GPS effectiveness. Detailed description of these fields is in Table 3 . In our work, we extract the GPS records in the test area around Tongji University and exclude the records of low velocity, e.g. v<5km/h, which results in about 156,600 records. Figure 8 shows the extracted GPS points in the test area. According to the general traffic flow models (Gerlough & Huber 1975) , we adopt the formula 4 to calculate the traffic flow:
where f = traffic flow d = vehicle density v = average velocity and are calculated based on a buffer of 30m for each street. Figure 11 illustrates the respective results. Figure 9 . a, and Figure 11 , one may find out that calculating betweenness centrality without considering OD distributions and path selection behaviours cannot reflect real traffic patterns in study area.
Extended betweenness centrality and traffic flow
In our experiment we simulated OD pairs over all study area, every node of road segments can be potential origin/destination points. We carefully adjust the appearance frequency of certain OD pairs so that the calculated results can approximate the traffic flow in this area. It should be noticed that the generated OD pairs can be very different from the real OD distribution. It is meaningless to discuss an OD pair and the path between them in our simulation, we only discuss the results as a whole. Figure  13 gives one simulation result to generate 10000 OD pairs, the line width and colour all each indicates the counts of the same OD pairs. Thicker line or darker colour means more repetition. The appearance counts of different OD pairs can vary from 1 to more than 750 times out of 10000. Most generated OD pairs are located on the boundary of study area. We can expect paths between these OD pairs also pass through this area. There are also minor OD pairs fall in the inner part of the study area. The result also meets our hypothesis that quite a number of paths with ODs outside the study area should be considered in order to approximate the real traffic. The extended betweenness centrality calculated with the same 10000 ODs are shown in Figure 13 . They have a certain correlation (R square values 0.9) with real world traffic flow patterns. Figure 12 . 10000 simulated ODs to approximate traffic flow in study area
After including interior roads of Danwei and Xiaoqu into public road network, we keep the ODs generated from the first scenario. Then these ODs are used to generate new paths on the changed road network. The calculated betweenness values are given in Figure 14 , colour ramp from blue to red indicate betweenness values from low to high. In both calculations we generate 10000 paths, so there is no need to do normalization and we can compare these values directly. In Figure 14 , we only observe little change happened to traffic patterns in study area. Figure 15. Difference simulated betweenness value between before and after the integration of interior roads into public road network.
When taking a closer look at specific value changes in Figure  15 , most of simulated betweenness values remain unchanged, and drastic changes happened on several road segments, for example on Zoujiazui Road and some branch roads. Before integrate interior roads, there is about 500 path counts on Zoujiazui Road. In Figure 14 , blue extreme colour represents a changed value of -170 counts, while the red extreme colour represents a changed value up to 140, and yellow colour in the middle of the colour ramp represent 0. Except these drastic changes, traffic flow patterns also slightly change on some roads around Danwei and Xiaoqu. For example, Chifeng Road and part of Siping Road (from crossing with Chifang Road and the entrance of interior roads in Tongji Univercity) the path counts changes slightly as -40. Before integrate interior roads, path counts of these two roads are about 160 and 400. Other roads around Danwei and Xiaoqu has no significant change in traffic flow (between ±10).
CONCLUSION
In this paper we focused on how Danwei and Xiaoqu, two typical enclosed large urban structural units in China, affect their surrounding traffic patterns. It may be a common sense that if the interior roads were open to the public the surrounding traffic load should be eased. We performed a quantitative analysis to investigate how traffic flow will be changed if interior roads are opened to the public. The analyse of traffic flow change was performed in two scenarios. The first one is a real world scenario in which interior roads of Danwei and Xiaoqu are not accessible for the public and excluded from urban road network. In the other scenario we assumed that the interior roads of Danwei and Xiaoqu are accessible for the public, and are integrated into the urban road network. Floating car data from taxis are used to find out how much our analysis close to the real world traffic patterns.
In the analysis we use betweenness centrality as a bridge to characterize traffic patterns. In order to apply betweenness analysis to a neibhbouring area, we modified its original definition from a probabilistic perspective. ODs that outside study area is simulated by Monte Carlo method. Besides, we also extended the 'shortest path' in original betweenness definition to 'least cost path' to fit our intuition on route selection behaviours. The extended betweenness centrality has certain correlation with traffic flow and shows reasonable similarity with the real world traffic flow. The simulated results show the closure of Danwei and Xiaoqu affects their surrounding roads by increasing their traffic flow volumes. On the contrary, an open roads system in Danwei and Xiaoqu could lead to a more balanced traffic flow, and ease the tension of high traffic density. Despite the economic and social perspectives that usually used by human geographers, we explored Danwe and Xiaoqu from a different perspective with the focus on traffic. We hope our work will contribute to the evolution of Danwei and Xiaoqu, for achieving a balanced status on their enclosed social structure and openness of the public traffic accessibility. In the future, the proposed method can be extended to achieve higher accuracy by including different data source to estimate OD distribution more precise as suggested by Gao et al. (2013) . A thoroughly understanding of human route selection behaviour is also helpful to explore traffic patterns. Though our experiment show something interesting on how interior roads in Danwei and Xiaoqu affect their neighbouring traffic patterns, we consider our study a very preliminary one. We wish in the future there will be more thorough researches on this problem.
